
Improve First Responder Response Time  
and Emergency Services 
Taoyuan Fire Department was officially established in Taoyuan city, Taiwan  

on January 19, 1999. The department provides fire suppression and emergency  

medical services for Taoyuan city, responding to nearly 90,000 incidents each  

year. There are 8 Section, 5 Office, 1 Center, 4 Corps, 1 Search & Rescue Corps,  2 

Accountable Medical Team, 4 Search & Rescue Team, 39 Branch, and for a  total 

1688 staffs. There are 1066 employees at present. 

CASE STUDY 

REQUIREMENTS 
Wi-Fi connectivity on the go 

Connect to carrier-class LTE/4G  
broadband networks 

Ultra fast and reliable Wi-Fi 

All the LTE-FI APs centrally  
managed by a simple and robust  
cloud-based management  
system 

Connectivity for GPS vehicle 

tracking 

 Easy to deploy 

 Rugged design for vehicles 

SOLUTIONS: 

LTE-FI APs 

 zCloud Manager 

BENEFITS: 
 Fast, reliable wireless connectivity 

 Elimination of manual management  
for individual APs 

Real-time vehicle status and  
monitor vehicle fleet maintenance. 

 Increase efficiency and awareness  
between incident command,  
dispatch and first responders. 

Connected Cars  
For  Emergency Services 

Challenge 
In the interest of constantly improving the delivery of fire services and EMS  

throughout the county., the Taoyuan Fire Department needed new mobile  

technology for quicker communication and remote network management. 

For the past years, the devices they use only offer GPS tracking and had reached  

a point where its system was nearing the end of its economic and practical life.  

The current system had been in operation for several years and had become  

increasingly unreliable, requiring frequent repairs. 

Further, it also presents some challenges for firefighters and ambulance staff,  said 

Chief of TFD, Hu Yin-da. "The ability to get from location 'A' to location 'B' is  

getting more difficult.“ Hu Yin-da says staff were wasting time driving back to  the 

station to get critical information, "So, we need a way for officers to be able  work 

in their car like if they were in the station, connected to the network.“ The  

department needs to support critical communications and applications in fire  

trucks and ambulances. 

For these reasons, the department decided its outdated system should be  

replaced with a robust, fast and reliable system to facilitate the dispatch of fire  

and EMS first responders to a call for service and to meet the operational  

requirements. 

During emergencies,  
public safety needs to  
be able to  
communicate without  
interruption - lives  
depend on it. This is 
why we’re deploying a  
wireless broadband  
network dedicated to  
improve public safety. 



C o n n e c te d C a r s  fo r E m e rg e n c e S e r v i c e s  
Ta o y u a n F i re  D e p a r t m e nt 

Solution 
After evaluating competitive suppliers, Taoyuan Fire Department  

settled and standardized on the Z-Com LTE-FI solution for the  

supply, integration and ongoing support of the many  

communications solutions that needed to be incorporated into  

the vehicle. “What we wanted to do was to take advantage of  

advances in the technological world to support first responders  

and give them enhanced capabilities. That’s why we looked at  

working with Z-Com towards developing a mobile operational  

platform that could talk across different communications  

channels and receive imagery, thereby helping incident  

commanders make better informed decisions. 

One of the essential requirements is fast and reliable mobile 

network connectivity. Additionally, given the rigors and  

unpredictable pace of emergency services, the fire trucks and  

needed broadband devices that could easily withstand constant  

jostling and a wide range of environmental conditions. 

From a management perspective, the county’s IT team sought  

remote cloud management capabilities that would allow them to  

centrally manage these in-vehicles LTE-FI APs. 

Lastly, also the most essential for the solution, is the GPS  

capability for real-time tracking and reporting to the fire  

department center for fleet management. Z-Com worked with a  

well known GPS solution provider to provide GPS platform to  

makes remote tracking, monitoring, and management of fleet  

vehicles easier than ever. 

AP Deployment 
Taoyuan Fire Department installed more than two hundred LTE-FI  

APs on their fire trucks and ambulances. Access points must be  

capable of withstanding rough terrain without coming loose from  

the vehicle or breaking. The ZDC LTE-FI access point is designed  

to handle the roughest of terrains without coming unscrewed or  

breaking. It was tested according to E-Mark standard to ensure  

that access points are protected against bumpy roads. 

TOP: Taoyuan Fire Department installed  
more than two hundred LTE-FI APs on their  
fire trucks and ambulances across Taoyuan  
city. 

BOTTOM: LTE-FI APs were mainly installed  
under the driver's seat. The external GPS  
antennas were mounted outside of the  
vehicle. 

“The Z-Com LTE-FI solution provided 
 
the most cost effective option among 
 
devices that met all of the 

departments’ needs,” said Hu Yin-da of 

Chief of TFD. “Also, the man-hour 

savings that come from remote cloud 

management added a lot of value for 

us.” 



For the installation location, the LTE-FI Access Point was  housed 

under the driver‘s seat. The external GPS antenna was  

mounted outside of the car for better signal. LTE-FI AP runs off  

power from the vehicle battery in the engine room, and the  

device powers up when the driver turns on the engine. 

Centralized Cloud Management 
A challenge to on-the-road connectivity is maintaining the  

network without vehicles having to return to the head office  

location for troubleshooting if something goes wrong – or  

likewise central IT teams having to deploy costly truck rolls to  

local depot locations. 

Z-Com LTE-FI solution is cloud-managed, providing central  

staffs with visibility of the entire vehicle network. Using the  

cloud management platform network administrators can  easily 

manage, monitor and update each device. If one goes  down it 

can be troubleshot and diagnosed remotely to assist  in getting 

it back online as quickly as possible. It also means  that 

firmware updates can be delivered remotely, keeping the  

hardware up-to-date and secure. 

Furthermore, zCloud provides essential reporting and  

statistical information on the network and its performance. It  

can also track numbers of users being connected, the  

frequency of network usage and session duration, and  

provides daily, weekly or monthly reports. 

“A key element in our decision was Z-Com has a method to  

remotely manage the devices through the cloud. I needed to  

make sure that we could efficiently execute the right firmware  

updates and troubleshoot without our staff having to  physically 

go to each vehicle”, said An-ping Zheng, the senior  technical 

specialist of Taoyuan Fire Department. 

Fleet Management 
Emergency fleet response times are crucial to their  

effectiveness as a service. As well as providing the  connectivity 

required to power vehicle location service  applications, Z-

Com’s LTE-FI AP also features active GPS. With  a built-in GPS 

receiver in the LTE-FI AP, Taoyuan Fire  Department did not have 

to cost extra expense of installing  additional GPS–capable 

devices in each fire truck and  ambulance. 

TOP: With zCloud Manager, Taoyuan Fire  
Department can save significant time and  
money by managing their fleet networks  
remotely. They can configure, manage,  
monitor, and secure networks remotely  
from a central location. 

“We are truly pleased with the Z-Com’s 

zCloud Manager... We could manage 

everything remotely. The officers don’t 

have to do anything to get it to work. It is 

always there and always on.” 

An-ping Zheng 

Senior Technical Specialist  

Taoyuan Fire Department 

C o n n e c te d C a r s fo r E m e rg e n c e S e r v i c e s 
Ta o y u a n F i re D e p a r t m e nt 



security, and reliability needs. By providing Wi-Fi + LTE  

connectivity, the staff can update records and verify  

information without having to return to the station, accessing  

vital files and databases while keeping sensitive data  

protected. With 802.11ac Wi-Fi speed and 4G LTE Internet  

speed, the connection is fast enough to let staff synchronize  

data really fast and get back on the road without ever leaving  

their vehicles. 

C o n n e c te d C a r s fo r E m e rg e n c e S e r v i c e s 
Ta o y u a n F i re D e p a r t m e nt 

Integrating with 3rd party GPS tracking system, Z-Com LTE-Fi  

solution provides the connectivity required to transmit real-  

time information about location tracking by sending GPS  

coordinates over the Internet so a vehicle’s current and  

historical position is shown on a moving map, helping better  

track and assist emergency response fleets on route to and  

from incident scenes, providing them with geographical  

information that can help to improve response rates. 

 
 

On-The-Road Connectivity 
On-the-road network connectivity for fire trucks and  

ambulances means the ability to access and update critical  

information and patient records on-the-go in real-time. Z-  

Com’s LTE-FI solution fits the fire department’s durability, 

The Result 
The trial was a success. Taoyuan Fire Department deployed  

over 200 LTE-FI AP to their trial initially, and delivered exciting  

results. The LTE-FI AP not only provided the connectivity  

required to access real-time information as hoped, but also  

created a WiFi network in and around the – allowing  

firefighters and rescuers to use the their pad on the ground as  

well as in their vehicles - all of which can shave critical  minutes 

off response times, and save lives. “There is no doubt  that we 

are seeing benefits of these devices. They improve  our access 

to information, which improves our efficiency rate,  said An-

ping Zheng, senior technical specialist of Taoyuan Fire  

Department. Meanwhile, central station maintain continuous  

information about the location and status of vehicles, so they  

can respond to emergency calls and requests for backup  faster. 

“We are very pleased with the system, it has been  helpful and 

proved useful on many occasions. We are looking  forward to 

working with Z-Com on other projects going  forward“, said An-

ping Zheng. 

An-ping Zheng 

Senior Technical Specialist  

Taoyuan Fire Department 

“We are very pleased with the system, 

it has been helpful and proved useful 

on many occasions. We are looking 

forward to working with Z-Com on 

other projects going forward“ 

TOP: The combination of Z-Com fast and  
reliable and secure LTE + Wi-Fi network  
enables the fire department to stay  
connected from anywhere around their  
vehicles. Firefighter and rescuer turn  
their pad on, the network automatically  
connects and they can get right into the  
fire department network and access the  
resources and programs they need 


